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ATIENTS AND DOCTORS ALIKE HAVE PROMOTED THE USE OF
VACUUM FORMED CLEAR PLASTIC RETAINERS SINCE -C.A
MARA SUGGESTED THEM IN  3UBSEQUENT ARTICLES
BY 3HERIDAN  AND OTHERS HAVE CONTINUED TO
INCREASE THEIR POPULARITY AND USE BUT APPARENTLY 0OINTZ
HAD FIRST SUPPLANTED TRADITIONAL METHODS OF RETENTION WITH
CLEAR PLASTIC VACUUMED APPLIANCES IN  4HE LACK OF
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTATION LIMITED HIM AND
THOSE WHO FOLLOWED HIS LEAD BUT BY USING CLEAR VINYL PLASTIC
A HOT PLATE A VACUUM CLEANER AND A MODIFIED COFFEE CAN AS
A VACUUM CHAMBER HE SUCCESSFULLY FABRICATED THE FIRST
CLEAR PLASTIC RETAINERS

Figure 1: Stainless Steel
Impression Tray

Figure 2: Hard Plastic
Impression Trays

4HE USE OF CLEAR PLASTIC RETAINERS TO REPOSITION TEETH
DEVELOPED FROM THE PROMOTION OF RUBBER TOOTH POSITION
ERS BY +ESLING (OWEVER THE USE OF CLEAR HARD PLASTIC
RETAINERS AS TOOTH MOVING APPLIANCES DID NOT GAIN POPU
LARITY UNTIL THE SUGGESTION OF !IR 2OTOR 3TRIPPING BY 3HERI
DAN    4HIS PROVIDED THE SPACE NEEDED FOR THE TEETH
TO MOVE AND A TECHNIQUE THAT GREATLY FACILITATED THE
CREATION OF SPACE 4HE SUBSEQUENT AND RECENT INTRODUC
TION OF THE )NVISALIGN APPLIANCE HAS ACCENTUATED THE
CURRENT INTEREST IN INVISIBLE RETAINERS THAT HAVE THE ABILITY
TO STRAIGHTEN TEETH

)MPRESSION

4ECHNIQUE

4HE FABRICATION OF USEFUL AND
FLAWLESS %SSIX APPLIANCES BEGINS
WITH FLAWLESS IMPRESSIONS
4HIS REQUIRES THE USE OF RIGID
IMPRESSION TRAYS THAT WILL NOT
DISTORT WHEN THE CLINICIAN
REMOVES THE IMPRESSION &IGURES
 AND  
)T ALSO DEMANDS DEPEND
ABLE IMPRESSION MATERIAL AND
A CONSISTENT MANNER OF PREPAR
ING IT 4HE GOLD STANDARD OF
DENTAL IMPRESSIONS IS POLYVINYL
SILOXANE IMPRESSIONS BUT THE
INTRODUCTION OF THE 4URBO-AX
AND )MPR%SSIX ALGINATE AFFORDS
DENTISTS WITH A TECHNIQUE THAT
GIVES SUPERIOR IMPRESSIONS AT
A FRACTION OF THE COST OF MORE
EXPENSIVE ELASTIC IMPRESSION
MATERIALS &IGURES  AND  
4HE IMPRESSIONS GATHERED
WITH )MPR%SSIX MIXED IN
THE 4URBO-AX WILL RIVAL
THOSE OBTAINED WITH
POLYVINYL SILOXANE

Figure 3:
ImprEssix Alginate

,ABORATORY
4ECHNIQUE
,ABORATORY TECHNICIANS
NEED TO FILL THE IMPRESSIONS
WITH LABORATORY STONE IMMEDI
ATELY SINCE THEY WILL DISTORT
AFTER A FEW MINUTES 4ECHNI
CIANS SHOULD USE A QUALITY DIE
STONE THAT HAS MINIMAL SETTING
EXPANSION  AND
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Figure 4: TurboMix Alginate
Mixing Machine

Figure 5: Block out Undercuts

Figure 6: Smooth Cast

maximum compressive strength (>15,000 psi). This dental
stone should not have exposure to open air since it will
absorb atmospheric moisture and the setting expansion will
increase. Such treatment will cause oversized casts that will
produce appliances that fit the casts but not the mouth.
Technicians should trim the casts taken from the
impressions to heights of no more than three quarters of
an inch and should not have the palate or bottom of the
mouth displayed in stone. This will allow a better adaptation of the plastic to the models. The models need to
have any defects filled in with block out compound,
acrylic or stone. Trim any small knobs of stone to present
a smooth surface (Figures 5 & 6).

Plastic Materials Available
for Essix Appliances
Clinicians have several materials from which to choose
for the construction of an Essix appliances. The most popular have been:
쐽 A+ material that is a modified
ethylene-coterepthalate resin.
쐽 C+ material that is an amplified polypropylene
resin combined with impact plastics.
쐽 Ace material that is a copolymer.
Each of these materials has its advantages and disadvantages, but the A+ and Ace materials offer extremely
clear but rigid materials that offer superb esthetics along
with the ability to bond chemically with methyl methacrylate, which makes them excellent materials for fabricating
TMD splints.
C+ material offers a more resilient material that will flex
a bit and store elastic energy that will move the teeth.
Unfortunately, clinicians cannot easily use it for splints
since its chemical formula repels acrylic additions. For
minor tooth movements, the C+ material offers the most
versatile, durable and useful plastic now available, and it
remains my favorite material for making aligners.

Aligner-Making Machines
Clinicians currently have two choices in plastic-forming
machines with which to make aligners that will move teeth:
vacuum machine or pressure machines.

Figure 7: Freeze Spray with the Vacuum Machine
The Vacuum Machine is an inexpensive thermoforming
instrument that will accept 5-inch plastic squares. It has
built-in vacuum and heating features and does not require
attachment to a compressor. It vacuums with less force than
the available pressure machines and will not easily accommodate thick mouth protector plastics (Figure 7). But it
makes accurate and useful
aligners, especially when
used with Freeze Spray.
Drufomat pressure
machine has a vertical
forming design that uses a
safe two-handed operation,
an electronic time and a
release valve that eliminates back pressure. It
delivers 6 bars/87 psi of
pressure and easily handles
all kinds of aligner materials (Figure 8).
The Biostar and Ministar
pressure machines are
Figure 8: Drufomat Machine
apparatuses that have nonvertical designs and pull
with only 4.5 bars/65 psi of pressure, but they will also
handle all available plastic aligners materials.
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Possible Minor Tooth Movements
Essix tooth movement provides an excellent option for
adults or adolescents with mild malocclusions who will not
wear fixed appliances, but who will follow clinicians’
instructions. Additionally, it offers a reasonable technique
for recapturing relapsed anterior alignments. Nevertheless,
three principles guide the successful use of clear plastic
tooth movers:
쐽 The appliances must exert enough force to move
the teeth.
쐽 Clinicians must provide enough space for the movements to occur.
쐽 Patients must wear the appliances enough to achieve
the movements.
These three criteria comprise Sheridan’s First Law of
Biomechanics: Force + Space + Time = Tooth Movement.
Clinicians can provide the first two features of this formula,
but only the patient can complete the task by wearing the
appliances enough.
As bonding developed into a widely-used technique, the
rationale of gaining space for orthodontic corrections
through interproximal enamel reduction provided a reasonable alternative to the expansion of arches or the extraction of teeth. Several methods have developed for the provision of interproximal space.
Many clinicians employ interproximal discs, but this
technique should never be used without a disc guard to
protect the cheeks and tongue. Another limitation to discs
is that they cut in only one plane and will leave a flat,
unnatural tooth shape. Hand-pulled interproximal strips will
provide the necessary space, but they offer a laborious task
for the clinician and a discomforting experience for the

Figure 11: Teeth Reset Prior to Essix Formation
patient. The KaVo interproximal reducing instrument or the
Intensive Ortho Strip System both give clinicians mechanical methods of reducing interproximal enamel. But one of
the least expensive and most efficacious way of reducing
interproximal enamel is through air-rotor stripping, aka ARS
by using thin diamond tips (55000)* (Figures 9 and 10) or
carbide burs (699LC).*
Readers can discover more about interproximal enamel
reduction by referring to the book by Dr. Jack Sheridan12,
Essix Appliance Technology: Applications, Fabrication
and Rationale.
Essix appliances can accomplish several tooth movements such as torque, tip, rotations and lateral adjustments. These movements will depend upon where clinicians place pressure against the teeth via the plastic
aligner. Vertical changes, however, require more sophisticated techniques as do the sagittal corrections between
maxillary and mandibular arches, and they remain outside
the purpose of this article.
Laboratory technicians can apply pressure against teeth
by resetting the stone teeth before making the Essix or
more easily by creating divots and areas of relief in the
stone replicas of the teeth; e.g., the rotation of the distal
surfaces of mandibular central incisors will require facial
distal divots and simultaneously block-outs on the lingual

Figure 9: 55000 Diamond Bur

Figure 10: 55000 Diamond Bur Beginning ARS

Figure 12: Divots and Block Out Material Added to
Central Incisors
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distal surfaces of those teeth. Make the block outs with
acrylic, block out material or stone (Figures 11 and 12).

Adjustment of Essix Aligners
One large advantage an Essix Aligner has over other
systems of clear plastic tooth movers is a system that employs
specific pliers and other plastic-adjusting instruments along
with precise measurements of heat,. This feature extends the
usefulness of the aligners and averts the need to make new
impressions and retainers on a continuing basis.
Dr. Keith Hilliard12 has made a collection of instruments
that will make bumps and/or spaces in clear plastic aligners.
The adjustments need specific amounts of heat to keep the
plastic from creeping away from the pliers-induced changes.
Some of the more commonly-used pliers are:

Figure 15: Heating Pliers with Thermoplier Burner

쐽 Maxillary thermoplier creates tooth-moving pressure
by making bumps against the maxillary teeth
(Figure 13).
쐽 Mandibular thermoplier makes smaller pressure
bumps against the mandibular teeth (Figure 14).
쐽 Undercut thermoplier increases retention by reinforcing pressure in the gingival embrasures.
쐽 Bite plane thermoplier forms a bite plane on the
lingual of the maxillary incisors to open a deep bite.
쐽 Mesial/distal thermoplier places pressure on the
sides of the teeth to promote lateral movements.
Clinicians can apply and measure the heat to the
pliers with the touch-activated burner and thermometer,
and this guarantees the exact amount of heat that optimizes bump fabrication and subsequent tooth movement (Figures 15 & 16). (Available from Raintree Essix
1-800-883 8733.)

Figure 16: Testing Temperature with Thermometer

Clinical Results
To see some of the movements clinicians can expect with
Essix aligners after a few weeks of use, follow Figures 17-20.
Technology, instrument and polymer developments have
given rise to an entirely new method of aligning teeth for patients

Figure 17a: Mixed Dentition Malocclusion

Figure 13: Maxillary Thermoplier

Figure 14: Mandibular Thermoplier

Figure 17b: Mixed Dentition Resolution
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Figure 19a: More Difficult
Adult Malocclusion

Figure 18b: After a Few Weeks of
Essix Therapy

Figure 19b: After Interproximal Reduction
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